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Actions Speak Louder Than Words

Hes the medias darling, the fresh face of the Democratic ticket. But what does Barack Obama really stand for--and will his extreme liberal agenda and complete inexperience in global affairs endanger the country? Thats what David Freddoso, investigative reporter and National Review Online columnist, examines in The Case Against Barack Obama. In this shocking exposé, Freddoso explores the reality behind the rhetoric, the plans behind the promises, and the faults behind the façade, revealing:  

* Why Obamas inexperience and extreme left-wing voting record is more dangerous than any threat we face today
* Why the Rev. Wright debacle reveals Obamas poor judgment of character and deceitful nature

* Why it wont be politics of change with President Obama--it will be liberal politics as usual Freddoso exposes the real Barack Obama: a typical big-government politician, the #1 most liberal U.S. senator, and--if he were commander in chief--a serious threat to our national security.
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**Personal Review: The Case Against Barack Obama: The Unlikely Rise and Unexamined Agenda of the Medias Favorite Candidate by David Freddoso**  
Would You Pick These People As Your Advisors? Obama Did. Its Change but crazy change

- Anita Dunn, former White House Communications Director is on record stating Mao Tse Tung & Mother Theresa are her two favorite philosophers. She actually defended the Mao statement

- Van Jones, former Green Jobs Czar, who claimed he became a Marxist while in prison. Was ousted only after signing petitions claiming Bush Administration carried out 9/11

- Cass Sunstein the Regulator Czar who questioned the 2nd Amendment right to bear arms & who's 2004 book states he believes animals should be permitted to bring suit, w/ human beings as their representatives

- Science Czar John Holdren who co-authored a book Ecoscience where he proposed population controls by putting sterilants in drinking water & forced abortions

- Energy Czar, Carol Browner was an official member of Socialist Internationals Commission For A Sustainable World Society til summer 08, a group who's key position is that rich countries must shrink their economies to address Global Warming

- Mark Lloyd, FCC Diversity Czar -he praises the "democratic revolution and rise to power" of Venezuelan dictator Hugo Chavez. Calls for white media execs to set down so minorities can take their place

- Tim Geithner. Failed to pay his taxes for 4 years. When caught by the IRS for 2 years, he paid them but not the other 2. Only paid them when appointed Sec. Of Treasury, which if you don't know, runs the IRS. His AIG ties are another disturbing matter you can look up for yourself.
After being associated with the vile Reverend Wright or terrorist bomber William Ayeres, their backgrounds come as no surprise to me.

Would You Defend Tillman Act?

The Presidents State Of The Union Address public criticism Of Courts Decision On Citizens United Vs. Federal Elections Commission is wrong and ironic. Aside from the decisions support of our 1st amendment that says that congress shall pass no law abridging the freedom of speech, it also threw out Tillman Act passed in 1907. The act is named for Senator Benjamin Ryan "Pitchfork Ben" Tillman (1847-1918) (D-SC). He was one of the most despicable men to have ever served in the US Senate and is said to have done more to establish the Jim Crow system in the South than any other single person. In the post-War south, he was a leader of the "Red Shirts", a terrorist paramilitary group organized to attack and intimidate blacks and Republicans. His Red Shirts' campaign of murder, violence, and fraud led to the defeat of South Carolina's integrated reconstruction Republican government. Arguing that, "The negro must remain subordinated or be exterminated," He openly called for the murder of blacks in order to, "keep the white race at the top of the heap." Elected South Carolina Governor in 1890, he then created South Carolina's 1st literacy test for voters and he promoted a number of property and educational requirements for voting. For his services, South Carolina sent him to the U.S. Senate, where he served from 1895 until his death in 1918. His intent in the Tillman act was aimed to cut the power of northern industrialists, Republicans, whom Tillman hated in part because of their more liberal attitudes on race. That the President should publicly challenge the Supreme court over this matter is unprecedented, that he should decide to defend the Tillman act and all it was intended to represent, is sad and ironic.
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